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W O R K S H E E T 1 : C H A P T E R S 1 -1 0
A. Complete each sentence with a word from the box.
reported

trial

warned

safety

bald

unlocked

pack

guilty

lawyer

murder

1. Mark protected Ricky from older kids and .................................. him against drugs.
2. Mark and Ricky saw a fat, ................................. man get out of the car.
3. Jerome Clifford was Muldanno’s ................................... and came from New Orleans.
4. Ricky pushed open the ................................. door and lay down on the sofa.
5. Mark called 911 and ................................. finding Clifford’s body.
6. Foltrigg was frustrated because Muldanno’s....................................would probably be postponed.
7. Muldanno had been charged with Senator Boyette’s ................................ .
8. Dianne had to................................. some things to take to the hospital.
9. Foltrigg needed the senator’s body in order to prove that Muldanno was ................................ .
10. Reggie was worried about the Sways’ ................................. and asked for security guards.
B. Write True or False next to each sentence.
...................... 1. Clifford told Mark where the senator’s body was buried.
...................... 2. Ricky went into shock when Mark told him what Clifford had said.
...................... 3. Hardy realised that Mark was lying about something.
...................... 4. Trumann took Mark’s cola can to check his fingerprints.
...................... 5. Mark told Reggie everything except where the body was buried.
...................... 6. Reggie knew what Trumann said to Mark because she listened at the door.
...................... 7. Muldanno told Gronke to kill Mark.
...................... 8. Reggie told Mark that it was illegal to lie in a court of law.
C. There are three false sentences in exercise B. Correct them.
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................
D. Change the following sentences from direct to reported speech.
1. “We have to go now because our flight leaves in an hour,” Foltrigg said to the men.
Foltrigg told the men that ................................................................................................................. .
2. “Have you read today’s Memphis Press?” Mark asked Reggie.
Mark asked Reggie if ........................................................................................................................ .
3. “I want to ask you about what happened yesterday, Mark,” Trumann said.
Trumann told Mark that .................................................................................................................... .
4. “We can meet here tomorrow morning,” Reggie suggested to Foltrigg and Trumann.
Reggie suggested that ....................................................................................................................... .
5. “I’ll fly to Memphis tonight,” Gronke said to Muldanno.
Gronke told Muldanno that ............................................................................................................... .
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